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Handicapped accessibility
Pl<JVing forward 'slowly but surely.'
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dent Senate fills eight vacant seats
Senate will seat new members Wednesday. See story
page 3.
the Senate Luke Neumann
Dave Boland, Julie Tizzard,
, Wendy Hausman, Charles
'Man Yegge, April Gowdy and
were appointed to the eight

vacant seats.
Members are to be officially announced
during the senate meeting at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Members of the Legislative Leadership

Comminee, the group in charge of selecting the senate members, said candidates·
commitment was one of the most important
factors in selecting new members.
"What we tried to look for the most was
were these people who will resign," said
committee member Chad Turner. "lt's not

easy to predict that type of thing, bl!lt we
put more emphasis on this than we had
before.
"We tried our best to avoid that problem
again."
The selection of new members is
because of recent resignations in the senate. Resignations had occurred before the
elections as well as after, accounting for
the open seats.
"One of the big things we looked for was
" Continued on page 2
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nom1c gauge
reases sharply
GTON (AP) - The
t's chief economic
gauge jumped sharply
r, flashing its most
for future growth
decade. Sales of new
during the month.
• both issued by the
Department on Tuesclearest signs yet of
economic growth past

overstated, there's no
y show we have ecoahead of us," said
t David Berson of the
ational Mortgage AssDepartment 's Index of
Indicators leapt 1.9 pcre third consecutive
y gain and the biggest
since April 1983, when
was emerging from the
ion.
while. new home sales
6.3 percent in December
onally adjusted annual
656.000, contributing to a
l rise for all of 1992,
in nine years.
latest economic data came
Clin1on administration pu1
!ouches on an economic
package 1hat many anae is no longer needed.
mocratic official, speakcondition of anonymity,
Tuesday that the package
isl of $16 billion in jobspending for the current
year plus $15 billion in tax
to encourage businesses to
in more equipment.
t the While House, Press
tary Dee Dee Myers said
"dent Clinton was encourby the rise in the leading
"but feels very, very conabout a recovery without a
ry in job growth." Despite
strongest economic growth in
years during the Octobermber quar1er. the na1ion 's
ployment rate in December
7.3 percent, less than half a
n1age point below the eighthigh of7.7 percent in June.
"A jobless recovery is no1
ptable to the president." said

economist Robert G. Dederick of
Northern Trust Co. in Chicago.
At the same time, the administration is trying to put together a
long-term plan to trim the budget
deficit and federal borrowing, a
s1ep that should reduce long-term
interest rates such as mortgage
rates.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen. in a speech to department employees, emphasized
deficit cutting and noted that
in1erest on the $4.1 trillion
national debt is the second fastest
growing spending category.
"We have to put an end to that
We have to get control of our
own economic destiny. That's
what we're committed to," he
said.
Nine of the index's 11 leading
indicators were positive in
December. In order of their contribution, from largest to smallest,
they were:
• A 14 percenl jump in consumer confidence levels as mea·
sured by a University of Mich·
igan survey.
• A drop in the average weekl:,
number of unemployment benefit
claims from 372,000 to 334,000.
• An increase in new orders to
factories for consumer goods.
• A rise in contracts for business equipment and new commercial buildings.
• A slower drop in the backlog
of unfilled orders at factories.
• An increase in building permits.
• An advance in stock prices as
meas ured by the Standard &
Poor's 500.
• A tenth of an hour increase in
the average workweek of factory
workers to 41.3 hours.
• A s lowdown in delivery
times of goods, a sign that businesses are less easily meeting
demand.
Two indicators were negative.
The inflation-adjusted money
supply declined and the price of
raw materials edged down. a sign
of lax demand.
The changes left the index at a
seasonally adjusted 153.0. up 5.7
percent from a year ago and 3.2
percent from three months ago.

KEVIN KJLHOFFER/Associate phOto editor

AIDS Awareness
'Zoology professor Kip McGilliard looks on as Eastern's Director of Health Services, Dr. Richard Larson

gives an oven1iew of the history and nature of HIV and AIDS during an AIDS Awareness Week presentation,
Tuesday evening in Andrews Hal/ lobby.

Rec sports appears before AB
By EAN ESKRA
Staff writer

The Division of Recreational
Sports appeared before the Apportionmenl Board Tuesday and

questioned the use of the boards
reserve fund for emergency situations.
" I don't know what the reserve
is for except for emergencies,"
said Studenl Recreation Director
David Outler. "I consider this
very much an emergency because
Recreational Sports has spent
over half of its payroll in the fir;t
semester."
Outler requested $23,585 in

additional allocations for the
Student Recreation Center, of
which $17 ,000 is devoted to student payroll. Recreational Sports
currently employs 225-250 Eastern students.
Outler stressed that he considered allocations for the payroll to
be the most important request in
the Recreational Sports presentation.
"Payroll is more important than
equipment." Outler said. "Were
talking student livelihood and
food on the table."
The AB reserve. which provides funds for additional allocations, currently stands at $124,-

861.
AB members agreed that payroll cuts have affected Rec Center
employees, but did not agree that
additional payroll funds should
come from the reserve. Faculty
member Genie Lenihan explained
that the reserve cannot be used to
cover the payroll allocation.
"It's unrealistic to expect the
AB to cover this entire amount,"
Lenihan said.
Lenihan added that Outler regu la rl y requests "unrealistic"
amounts of additional funds during the addi1ional allocations.
Ron Carmona, AB chairman,

• Continued on page 2
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., From page 1
total committment," said committee member Bobby
Smith. "We wanted to make sure we wouldn 'l run
into resignations again. We wanted more of a commitment than on paper.
"We looked for the underlying (attitude). 'I really
want to affect the campus and make it better."'
Smith said.
Tizzard, a junior political science major, ran for
an off-campus seat in the fall as a member of the
Inspiration Party. Her concerns include cultural
diversity and maintaining the Textbook Rental
Service.
Phillips, a undecided freshman and member of the
Black Student Union, listed cultural diversity and
the retention of textbook rental as top priorities during his interview.
Levine, also a freshman and politial science major
and member of the Student Publications Board, had
ideas about cultural diversity, handicapped accessibility and condom machines in the residence halls.
Hausman. a sophomore political science major,
and Compton, a junior psychology major, both said
they felt the environment was a top priority.
Compton said she was going to push for an "environmental audit" an attempt to make the campus
more enviommentally sound.
"I also want to try to use Pemberton Hall as a test
site for a vegetarian menu," Compton said. adding
she wanted to follow the current senate theme of
getting more students involved in Student
Government.
Yegge, a sophomore pre-business major. said he
was hoping to improve the relationship between the

university and the city. as well as help improve cultural diversity on campus.
Gowdy, a junior political science major who
transferred last semester, said she would like to have
more awareness programs created for new students
and also creating a greater feeling of "openness."
Boland. a senior marketing major, could not be
reached for comment.
Tizzard will be the veteran of the eight-member
group, serving on various Student Goverment committees before receiving appointment to the senate.
"You don't need to say too much (about Tizzard)," said John Kohl, a senate member who was
part of the Legislative Leadership Committee.
"She's been working as a non-senate committee
member and is a good hard worker. She deserves her
post."
Kohl also said Phillips would be "a welcomed
asset" and Boland would be an "excellent addition"
to the senate.
One candidate who did not get a post was former
senate member Matt Greenstein. The only candidate
with senate experience, Greenstein bad been defeated in the fall election.
Members of the committee were uncomfortable
appointing a candidate who had been removed by
the voters, Turner said.
Dan Byer, a senate member who was also on the
Legislative Leadership Committee, said, "I wasn't
impressed with Dave Greenstein."
One other candidate not selected, J. Steven
Hartsfield. was the only other member to have run
for a senate position. Hartsfield ran for an at-large
seat on the Inspiration ticket during the fall elections.

COMEDIAN
CHRISTOPHER TITUS
TONIGHT FEBRUARY 3, 1993
8pm UNION RATHSKELLAR
1 STUDENTS W/I.D. 53 00 GENERAL

5 00

1111

PERFORMING LIVE
TONIGHT AT STU'S!

Apportionment board
•From page 1
also pointed to the fact that Outler
controls a $122.866 fund in addition to the budgeted funds Recreational Sports receives from the
AB.

Bryan Hughes, Eastern student
and employee of the Rec Center,
questioned the AB 's apparent
reluctance to allocate additional
funds for Recreational Sports
payroll.
"I want you to help out now,"

Hughes said.
AB Chief Clerk Julie Morrisey
said. "We're not out to attack the
Rec Center, but we have to allocate money to the entire student
body. We are trying to decide
where best the money should go."

Chicago men still in detention
RAMALLAH. Occupied West Bank (AP) - A
military judge extended the detention of two
Chicago-area men who allegedly were sent to the
occupied territories to rebuild a Muslim fundamentalist group after Israel deported other suspected
activists.
Mohammed Salah, 39. and Mohammed Jarad, 36.
both Chicago residents of Palestinian origin. were
arrested Jan. 25 in the occupied lands on suspicion
of distributing hundreds of thousands of dollars to
Muslim militants.
The military judge, Lt. Col. Shlomo Isaacson, on
Tuesday ordered Salah held for another 18 days and
Jarad for another 15 days. rejecting defense requests
that they be freed on bail.
Salah and Jarad appeared before Isaacson separately and sat silently through the hearing. Salah
shook his head in denial repeatedly when the police

o~n~

investigator, Maron Suliman. outlined the suspicions
against him.
No charges have been filed against the men.
Officials contend the two were sent from abroad
to rebuild the Muslim extremist group Harnas after
Israel deported more than 400 Palestinians to
Lebanon last month. The deportees were alleged
militants of Hamas and another radical Islamic
group.
Relatives of the two men say they came to distribute charity to Muslims.
The court has clamped a gag order on the men.
citing the ongoing investigation.
They have not been allowed to speak with lawyers
since their arrests, and \Vere also barred from talking
to relatives on Tuesday.
The order banning them from consulting attorneys remains in effect at least until Feb. 8.
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with Special Guest, from Boston ...

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
St. James Place
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall

Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F
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ity council agrees to rehear liquor requests
embers of the Charleston
Council agreed Tuesday to
two requests from local
s for reclassification of
licenses at their March 2
ng. Commissioners unani) denied the same request:>
weeks ago.
c city council agreed that
IHJUOr request would be
on its own merits after vott month to reclassify one of
Clas~ C licenses into a Class

nsc.
o weeks later. the council
to approve an almost idenrequc't to change a Class C
to a Class A license.
t its last meeting. the city
ncil failed to approve the
uests for liquor license
ge~ to Joker's, 1421 Founh
and Stix Billiard Bar and
urant. 1412 Fourth St.
ker's owner Mike Bickers
cd that the license for his
hshment be changed from a
s C license to a Class A
. which would allov. sale
kaged alcohol.
x owner Don Yost asked the
ncil to change his liquor
from a Class C to a Class

Charleston makes drug7free list
By TONY PEREZ

member and a local physician.

Staff writer

··1 ha11dle enough drunk Students with broken
jaws or injunes from car accidents to realize that
there is a problem," he added.
"College students are the main focus of mo t of
lhc survcp. conducted by DFY. High school studcnt'i arc a new area of research," said DFY volunteer Matthew Delataix.
The. D'fY was established in 1990 to support
the newly passed Drug~Free School Act.
"This act SUG&estS thaJ:the 'nu use' approach is
the correct approach t.() take, scicmi tically and

Cl1arleston h noy,• listed ns one of the 55 citie~
acros the country that has been researched by the
organization Drug-Free Youth, a private i:.>roup
that works :igain~t smoking and under.ige drinking.
The OFY conducted its own "sttng'' operation
on several cstablistiments in the Charleston area
early last montllJflw stmg proved to be usefolin
the organizatfon's tesearch when underage volun..
teers were served at se... en out of lO local taverns.
Studies have been conducted for the purchase
of alcohol in major dues such as New Orleans,
Ne"' York, Boston and Clucago. Tobacco studies
were also conducted in 38 ci11es in the U.S. and in
Canada.
..The idea is basically to publici7..c how easy it is
to purchase akohol and toba~co. It '" alSQ to make
the authorities aware of who is vfola1ing liquor
and tobacco ordinMCes.·• said Jack Spaniol, DFY
D restaurant license.
The mayor agreed with the
council that he would contact the
individuals that have requested
licenses to be put on the March 2
agenda to be heard on an individual basis.
"Each situation will be called

legally," Delataix said.

11te Coles County -0rganiwtion conMSIS of 30
doctors. lawyers, social workers nnd other volunteeN.
"The 20.000 annual budget comributcd by
volunteers and othe~ interested in the cause is not
enough to support the extensive research,"
Delataix stud.

"Applications for grants are being filled to
receive the funds n¢ep@to continue." he added~

on it's own.'' Lanman said.
..A look at the whole policy of
the liquor licenses is a good
idea ... said Commissioner Bruce
Scism.
The city council agreed that
concerns of bar owners and their
location of establishments would

be taken into account.
During the meeting. Yost announced that he would be expanding his business.
..I ·ve got plans of expanding
my business to an all-purpose
banquet facility Yost said. "I want
to be judged on my own merit."

Yost also mentioned that Stix
presently employs 72 people and
with the expansion would probably create to 15 to 30 new jobs.
In other business. the council
voted lo table the ordinance of
watershed zoning that regulates
construction and logging activity
in the area surrounding the Charleston Reservoir. The ordinance is
also designed to prevent further
degradation of the city's water
quality.
The council also heard a presentation from the Charleston
Library Committee that requested
funds for a new computer system.
After the presentation. commissioners tabled the library request
and set a March deadline to look
into all available sources to fund
the request.
The new system, Dynaxz, will
enable people to borrow books
from university libraries, from
universities such as Eastern and
the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana. It will also
enable people to request books
and receive them delivered the
next day.
There will be loan relationships
with other libraries fonned if the
request is granted.

IBHE still emphasizes
undergraduate education
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Staff writer

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Associate photo editor

Cable work
Sroll Roberts of TC/ Cable tightens a connection while transferring cable TV wires to a different pole
Tuesday afternoon.

Senate seats new members
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor
The Student Senate will seat eight new senate
members at its regular Wednesday meeting.
The senate will meet 7 p.m. on Wednesday in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
New senate members are Julie Tizzard, Dave
Boland, Amy Compton. Wendy Hausman. Charles
Phillips Jr.• Matte Yegge, April Gowdy and Amy
Levine. Speaker of the Senate Luke Neumann said
the Legislative Leadership committee, which interviewed the 19 applicants for the positions. was
pleased with the quality of candidates.
"The interviews and the whole application process were very competitive," Neumann said. "The
quality of the applicants made the decisions and
final selections very difficult, but that's really what
\\e wanted."
The new members will be seated Wednesday and
will immediately assume full voting privileges as
senate memben;, Neumann said. They will be up for

re-election in March.
Neumann said applicants who were not chosen
will be encouraged to become non-senate committee
members. These members serve on one of the eight
senate committees with senate members and attend
regular committee meetings.
"The non-senate committees provide an opportunity for students to see whether or not Student
Government is for them before they decide to
become senators and assume additional responsibility," he said.
The senate also plans to discuss the upcoming
search for a non-senate co-chairperson of the senate
elections committee. The senate will begin accepting
applications for the position Wednesday.
Neumann said the non-senate co-chairperson will
share equal power with senate elections chair Jody
Stone. The position's responsibilities include running student elections, choosing polling places and
setting the election budget.
Applications for the position must be returned by
Feb. JO.

Dick Wagner, assistant director
of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, told members of the
Faculty Senate Tuesday that the
IBHE's Priorities, Quality and
Productiviry Initiative continues
to emphasize undergraduate education.
Wagner said that the IBHE
will keep looking at instructional
programs recommended in October for reduction. consolidation
or elimination. Though the IBHE
does not have the power to eliminate programs. it can make recommendations.
"As long as Eastern 's a state
university. there will be some
control of the university off-campus." Wagner said. "We've made
a set of recommendations and
said this is our best judgement.
and we would now like your
counsel."
He also said that the board has
started to analyze public service,
research and intercollegiate sports
expenditures to allocate budget
resources. The board is also
examining faculty workloads.
"We're prepared to make tough
choices," Wagner said. "We can't
be all things to all people, and we
are prepared to say this program
is more important than that one."
Faculty Senate member Gary
Aylesworth questioned the possibiliry of IBHE proposing cutbacks
on Eastern 's research program to
reallocate more funds for the
undergraduate program.
" I see the research program as
essential to undergraduate education," Aylesworth said.
Senate member Mike Goodrich
supported Aylesworth's statement.
" I think that Eastem's faculty
has to have the opportunity for
creative instruction," Goodrich
said. "Research is important to the
teacher for instruction."
Wagner said he did not think
any of the research budget would
be drained.

Faculty Senate Chairman Ed
Marlow asked Wagner why
Eastern received one of the lowest
budget increases in the state this
year, yet boasts a graduation rate
of 54.8 percent, second in the
state only to the University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana's
rate of 77 percent. Eastern
received a 2.7 percent increase
compared to the average of 3. 1
percent.
Wagner said Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale added a
new academic building this year,
and other lllinois universities
added new programs allowing
larger budget increases.
"'As PQP continues. Eastern
will probably see an increase in
its budget for undergraduate education," Wagner said.
Aylesv.onh also raised concern
that money brought into the university through tuition was being
taken from the university and
being allocated among other universities. Wagner said the money
was not taken from the university.
"Every dollar that is spent by
students here at Eastern for tuition
is kept and spent here at Eastern,"
Wagner said. "Basically. whatever
revenue the campus generates will
be reallocated on campus. We're
not taking any money from one
university and giving to another
universiry."
The IBHE plans an analysis of
schools' expenditures in March to
see how the 12 Illinois public universities they govern are allocating their funds.
Conflict between Eastern 's
mission statement and the IBHE's
proposed mission statement also
surfaced at Tuesday's meeting.
"We are looking at both mission statements," Wagner said.
"While moving forward with priorities, Eastern must have its mission in focus. IBHE bas just asked
the institutions to look at our recommendations. Let's collectively
make decisions and and target
available resources."
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Review committee
needs students
to voice opinions
A direct line has been established for students to give their input about the future of the
Textbook Rental Service. The Faculty Senate and
Student Senate have established a review committee to examine the viability of the current
system.
It is through this group that students and faculty should tell members their opinions about
the current textbook system.
The committee is comprised of student
members Bobby Smith, Kara Restagno and
Karie Rice. Faculty members Richard Wandling,
john Miller and Gary Alyesworth and graduate
student Kyle Murrell.
"I hope students come
- - - - - - - up to me and tell me (what
they think)," Rest.agno said. "I think the consensus is to keep textbook rental, but there are
going to be a couple (students) here or there
give reasons why they don't want to keep it."
The review committee is planning a forum
Feb. 16 to get student input, and letters are
being sent to recognlzed student organizations
and faculty to get their opinion on what should
be done with the system.
aearty the members are making an attempt
to gain opinions outside their committee.
In the last attempt to change the Textbook
Rental Service, Student Senate played the most
vital role in keeping it intact. The recommendations of Smith, Restagno and Rice - influenced
by other students' opinions - could decide how
the Student Senate will act on the matter.
Along with giving the members their own
views of textbook rental, students and faculty
can also get information from the committee
about the system. Many people have openly
admitted that, while they feel affected by the
issue, they do not have enough information to
form a legitimate opinion.
Members of the committee can be the main
source for students to say how much a purchase system would cost, the advantages and
disadvantages of changing the system and list
some of the ideas on revamping the seNice.
The committee has a lot of questions to
answer, the largest of which is whether or not
the Textbook Rental Service should be
scrapped. But in the next few weeks, The News
hopes committee members will address the
questions and opinions from Eastern's general
population.

Editorial

--........-

News not for the breakfast tabl
Along with responsible
newspapers we must have
responsible readers.
- Arthur Hayes Slutzberger

'

Nothing contributes more
to peace of soul than having no opinion at all
Apborlsnu!nl

I rarely eat breakfast, It just
takes too long.
When I do take the time, I
usually can't finish without a
newspaper to read.
rm not alone in that routine
and, despite an ulcer, I can gen- Chrts
crally keep my food down.
But looking at a letter to the Sundhelm
editor in Tuesday's Charleston
Times-Courier, I wonder If. as
tame as the photos and text in the News are, If
we've been applying the right standards. Maybe I
just have steel Intestines.
A reader recently wrote the T-C to express wdlsgust" with a photo printed last month of two homosexual men holding hands. wAll I ask of you, Is not
to put it In my morning paper. Please give me a
break, I am trying to eat my breakfast," the letter
read.
The writer didn't even leave a name and signed
It "Still Conservative." In the other four paragraphs.
Still Conservative is woutraged" at the T-C and the
News for wpromoting homosexuality" with their
coverage and "destroying the moral values on
which this country was built." There are predictable
references to God, Innocent children and even
President Clinton.
Continued coverage of homosexuals will mean
"real trouble," wrote Stlll Conservative.
Given the smoke rising off this page in recent
weeks. I think it's appropriate to take note of a few
editorial perspectives:
• If we decide to print a story about right-wing
violence by the Ku Klux Klan, are we condoning
that action? Does a story about an arson case mean
.we set the fire? And do photos of war casualties or
murder victims mean we like spilled blood?
• Would we be providing any kind of complete
coverage or historical record If we used only stories

~ordAn
~llS'~r

that are sure to keep readers' stomachs settled.
I make few contentions about the quality cl
newspaper. It's almost I 00 percent student-run
we (that includes me) screw up constantly.
most Ironic about letters like Still Conserva
and similar ones flooding our newsroom are t
many of their writers assume an entire popu
will be brainwashed by our coverage.
I fear the day Eastern students walk around
pus In zombie-like dazes, transfixed by what
newspaper reports or what its columnists say.
Even Pulltzer Prize winners shouldn't have
last word, and we never claimed to be In that
Associate News Editor Chris Seper"s colu
this space Monday has kept us flooded in
phone calls and livid letters. They're writers'
phles and proof you're reading and thlnkin
keep them coming.
Regardless of gross Inaccuracies, proofr
disasters and groundless opinions. we strive
same goals as any professional operation.
We have arguments almost dally about
print and distribute reams of material every
we don't agree with.
But readers like Stlll Conservative might be
ter off slamming the shutters. unplugging th
and playing bridge. Whatever else they do. it
be on this campus or near a newsroom.
At the News, we·re told to keep in mind
thousands of readers will see the paper for the
time over cereal and coffee. There's a wbre
table rule" In newspaper production that a
editors to assemble their product on the
tion that it will be read before 9 a.m . over a
We should, advisers teach, try to keep anyone
getting violently ill over a graphic story or p
graph.
But that will never keep us from Incessantly
Ing to write the news and our opinions and,
of all. to keep learning.
Hold on to your Grape-Nuts, here we go.
- Chris Sundheim Is news editor and a re
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

did "'f

Gr~ di6n't
get A Cd.It.

his

ph"ne .

Your turn •••
Local business'
should receive
written apology
Dear editor:
For a little over a year and a
half now, I have read your opinionated editorials which demonstrate your writers' "holler than
thou" attitudes. In an editorial
written by Chris Seper and printed In Monday's edition, he
slammed all residents of Illinois
who do not live In a major
metropolitan area by stereotyping our language. As a reminder,
the biggest share of all of your
advertisers are local Charleston
businessmen and women. Is It
really necessary to put down
those who graciously pay to keep
your newspaper ln business?
As your quote from the same
edition says, •A gentle answer
turns away wrath. but a harsh
word stirs up anger.· Don't you
think that the residents of Central

and Southern Illinois deserve the
same respect as the spoiled
Chicagoans who write for your
paper? Because the News is
printed here In Central llllnols, It
would be wise on your part to
accept the local language and
attitudes or else you will see how
long your paper survives without
advertisers, and less than half the
number of readers you currently
have. I expect to read an apology
to those advertisers and the
many readers whom you offended this weekl

Nomination
shows legal
system's faults
Dear editor:
Zoe Baird's nomination to high
office Is a symbolic reminder of
our legal system's faults. In too
many cases legal codes In
America have become barriers to
normal and natural relations In

American society. In the relatl
ship between employer and
employee laws even defy the for·
matlon of such relationships.
There are people In business who
could offer work but do not. They
do not because of all the governmen t requirements for paper·
work and extra costs related to
hiring.
The failure of the legal code
has become especially serious as
It affects the relationships among
doctors, patients, and insurers.
lawsuits and their threat could
be the largest reason for the high
cost of medical care. It could be
the largest reason for many people doing without health Insurance. At one time Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop said that
very few lawsuits of this kind
should go to court. "Airtight
case" was the phrase he used to
describe such a case.
Our laws should aid constructive enterprise, not hinder It. Of
Law as a hindrance It Is worth
quoting, "you have strained
gnats and swallowed camels."
Leonidas Miier
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Numbers fuel
success of
AIDS week

The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha

Proudly Announce

By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer
Organizers of AIDS Awareness Week activities throughout
campus said Tuesday thus far
their events have seen good
turnouts and their campaign for
safety and education appears to
be enjoying some success.
"So far this week has been
great," said Lynette Drake, director of the Office of Orientation/AIDS, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse. "I have received nothing
but positive comments about the
awareness week and its impact
on the students and on the campus itself."
Drake credits the success of
AIDS Awareness Week so far Lo
the number of faculty and students who are participating.
"The participation of individuals has really helped AIDS
Awareness Week," Drake said.
"The constant and willing participation of the faculty, the housing
staff and the students have made
the activities successful and
turned this week into a victory
for AIDS awareness."
"The number of organizations
that have become involved has
also helped add to the
participation in the awareness
week." Drake added. "Basically,
the more variety of people that
become involved, the better this
week will tum out."
The nightly programs are not
the only successfu l aspect of
AIDS Awareness Week.
According to Drake, the information table located in Martin
Luther King, Jr. University
Union has seen its number of
pamphlets and brochures dwindling daiJy.
"We have stocked the information table with almost 40 different pamphlets and brochures
dealing with topics ranging from
sex to testing to condoms,"
Drake said. "So far the literature
provided has been going fast."

lass offered in Jamaica
The African-American Studies Association and
International Studies Office are offering a study
program in Jamaica, during spring break that
open to all students.
The program is offered for credit in AFR 2000,
4400 or EIU 3970 to interested undergraduate
nts at a set price of $1,415.
The price for students who do not wish to obtain
·1
the trip is approximately $750.
"While this idea and experience was initiated by
1le African-American Studies Association, it is
GllCD to alJ students and other interested persons,''

for

said William Colvin, African-American Studies
chairman.
"The basic goal of this trip is to provide a Third
World experience purely for muJti-culturalism and
diversity," Colvin said.
The group is scheduled to leave Chicago on
March 19 for 10 days in Jamaica. They will return
on March 29, the first day of classes after spring
break.
The students will attend classes, visit the
Jamaican Dance Center and experience the culture
of the country by visiting museums. Trips to small
villages are also scheduled.
Luxury time depends on the students, who have
access to the beach and tours of the area.

9 Month Lease
• Central Air
Studio, 1-2-3 Bdrm
• CIPS
Furnished
• 24 Hour Maintenance
Laundry Facilities
• Free Off-Street Parking
• Swimming Pool & Sun Deck
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Workshops explain aid
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

Because of the increasing demand by
students for financial aid. Eastern will be
holding a number of workshops and information sessions as part of February's
"Financial Aid Awareness Month".
"What we arc trying to do by having
these information sessions. workshops and
information tables is to get out and reach
the students who need help;· said Betty
Armstrong. assistant director of the
Financial Aid Office. "By using this 'outreach· program. we hope to help the students and, at the same time. promote the
use of financial aid."
The financial aid workshops will be
held Feb. I. 9, 18 and 24 at 7 p.m. in the
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union and arc free to the
public. Representatives such as peer counselors from the Financial Aid Office will
attend and cover such topics as the kinds
of financial aid available. how to receive
financial aid and ho\\ to fill out the aid
applications.
The infonnation sessions will take place

from 4:30-6 p.m. throughout campus this
month. Repre:.cntatives will also be at the
sessions to answer any questions. Dates
and locations for these sessions include
Feb. 1 in the Triad and Carman Hall, Feb.
2 at Taylor and Lawson halls. Feb. 3 al
Thomas and Andrews halls and Feb. 4 at
Stevenson Tower and Pemberton HaJI.
"We are trying make it easy for students
to get their questions about financial aid
answered;' Armstrong said. "For example.
we may set up these sessions outside the
food service cafeierias so that the students
can pick up information before or after
they eat their meal."
In addition, an information table will be
set up in the Union from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. on
Feb. 2 and beginning at 5:30 p.m. on Feb.
8 and 16. A national financial aid helpline
monitored by college financial aid administrators. high school counselors and college admissions counselors will also be
available to students the week of Feb. 8 to
12. The number is 1-800-628-7939.
This is the second year Eastern has held
a Financial Aid Awareness Month.
"Last year's attempt was basically
unknown by students." Armstrong said.

The Dally Eastern

Fair provides rare opportuni
By FARIDA KAPASI
Staff writer

A Study Abroad Fair will be held
Thursday for studenls interested in
involving international experience in
their academic career.
The activities for the event. which arc
open to all students. will take place from
9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Representatives from IO different universuies will provide information and
materials to students concerning study
abroad programs. Some of the schools
include Souihern, the University of
fllinob and Syracuse.
"Today we live in an interdependent
world," said Wolfgang Schlauch, the
study abroad coordinator. "Today, the
United States has to compete with Japan
and other countries ...
Schlauch said the study abroad program provides an opportunity for students who want to learn more about dif-

fcrent culture:s. societie , languages
their people.
The student gains a global per~
and the experience enhances their c
opportunities, he added.
Any students who are interested in
study abroad program can apply.
disciplines available are foreign
guage, business, hotel management
dietician. as well as several other
demic majors.
In addition, students will have
opportunity to work and study ab
through university internship prog
Students can work with the Peace C
or do volunteer service. teach and
in some Third World countries. SI
said.
For students interested in stud
overseas, financial aid and scholars
will be provided for students who q
fy and arc approved by the univer!.ity.
Students may participate in the
gram for a semester. a summer or a )
The cost of tuition will vary accordin
Schlauch said.
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Deported victims
halt peace talks
JERUSALEM (AP) - By refusing lsraers offer to let 100 of them
return, the Palestinians deported to
south Lebanon have retained a
platform from which they can present themselves as victims and
block U.S.-backed peace talks.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,
who ordered the deportations and
made the offer Monday to let
some men return, came under a
barrage of criticism in Israel on
Tuesday for failing to win a propaganda victory.
Even bis spokesman, Gad BenAri, acknowledged the 400 deportees - members of Hamas, the
Islamic fundamentalist group were holding the world's attention.
Ben-Ari said Rabin had "called
the bluff" of the Palestinians by
showing that they wanted to prolong the crisis rather than reach a
settlement.
But the deportees remain on "a
live stage of propaganda," he

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer

ok ma' no hands
Hunsaker, a senior marketing major. enjoys a ride on his unicycle down Fourth Street. Tuesday was
and had a high temperature around 50 degrees.

Taylor Hall to sponsor
game show Wednesday
By DAWN TESSENDORF
Staff writer

niversity of Illinois trustees
iscuss chancellor search
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Univerof Illinois Lrustees met prily in Chicago lasr week to
rview people who want Lo
ome chancellor of the
paign-Urbana campus.
The university followed a strict
erpretation of a state law in
tl;lining to notify the media, said
ipokeswoman Lex Tate.
Reponers weren't told because
lbe} failed to follow the Illinois
Open Meetings Act, which reires them to file an annual letter
lajllesting notification, Tate said.
·1checked the files myself in
6e middle of the week and there
ttre no letters," she said.
Gathered at the Park Hyatt
Hotel, seven of the nine trustees
aet Thursday, Saturday and
Sunday to interview five candidlles. Another trustee participated

by phone.
The chancellor is second in the
university hierarchy behind
President Stanley Ikenberry.
The next chancellor will
replace Morton Weir and oversee
the Champaign-Urbana campus.
which has 35,000 students, 2, 175
faculty and a $754 million annual
budget.
After meeting the candidates.
trustees gave their opinions Lo
Ikenberry, who in tum will make a
recommendation.
"We were all pretty much in
agreement," student Trustee
Mark Begovich said. "We ranked
them, but we were happy with
everyone. Any of them (is) going
to be wonderful."
The board of trustees is the
public governing body of the
Chicago and Champaign-Urbana

campuses and approves major
decisions involving new personnel.
The university commonly notifies the media of regular trustee
meetings and provides a thick
stack of documents that detail the
agenda. But because the chancellor search is a sensitive issue,
officials decided Lo break tradition.
The meetings instead were
publicized through notices posted
at the Chicago Hotel and at the
Henry Administration Building in
Urbana, Tate said.
There is a need in any major
job search "for confidentiality and
discretion," Tate said.
If reporters appeared, the meetings still would have remained
closed to the public because they
involved discussion of personnel.
11lllillllliil

11

noted:'lt provides them with an
opportunity to present themselves
as innocent victims."
Ghassan Khatib, a Palestinian
taking part in the U.S.-sponsored
peace talks, said Rabin's compromise was not enough to make his
delegation return to the negotiating table.
He admitted that the delegation's stance pleases Ham as and
other groups that oppose peace
talks with Israel.
"Overall, the deportees are the
winners because they are able to
delay the peace negotiations." he
said. "The losers are all the parties
interested in the continuity of the
talks, which is Israel, the
Palestinians and the rest of the
Arab countries."
Fonner Prime Minister Yiczhak
Shamir of the opposition Likud
party said the expulsions had
allowed "'the most radical Arabs
to raise their heads and dictate
actions."

Taylor Hall's Black History
Committee is sponsoring a game
show at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday to
promote awareness of AfricanAmericans and other ethnic backgrounds.
Taylor Hall's Black History
Committee, consisting of seven
original members and three others, created the idea for the game
show about two months ago when
they were brainstorming for ideas
to celebrate Black History Month.
"Come out and celebrate our
history," said Tamala Gant, a
member of the Black History
Committee. "We hope a lot of
people will come out, have a good
time and learn more about our
history than they already knew."
This is the second year that
Taylor Hall has planned a celebration for Black History Month.
Last year, residents performed a
play and step show among other
activities.
Organizers say the show will be
similar to "Know Your Heritage"

1111111111111iu 1111; 1m111111m 111m111111111c111 ;;mrn 111 11m;m1~13311111111

and "Double Dare."
"We will ask questions back
and forth between the teams, and
the audience will determine what
they have to do depending on the
teams answers," Gant said.
Teams for the show will consist
of four groups of two people.
"StudenLs who are interested in
being on a team can call, otherwise contestants will be chosen
from members of the audience
who want to participate." Gant
added.
Prizes will be disLributed to
each of the teams. FirsL place winners will receive two $10 certificates for Tokens and two small
trophies. Second place winners
will receive coupons for Positively Fourth Street Records.
Third and fourth place will receive Dominos Pizza coupons,
Gant said
Candy and coupons will be distributed to the audience.
"We're expecting 50 or more
people, but we would like to fill
tbe lobby," Gant said. "We are
planning on audience participation."
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Crime rates are on the rise
By JONI LAMB

Index or Part l crimes are
felonies such as murder. theft.
burglary. aggravated assault.
motor vehicle theft, arson and
criminal sexual assault.
• There were 455 Part I crimes
reported to the Charleston Police
Department in l 992, compared to
396 in 1991. Charleston authorities say the increase can be linked
to more burglaries and thcfh.
• There were 2, 129 criminal
investigations in 1992, compared
to I .996 in 1991. A criminal
investigation talces place any time
an officer is sent to investigate a
potential crime.
• In 1992. 653 automobile accidents were reported in the city.
compared to 598 in 1991.
• Charleston officers patrolled
251,396 miles in 1992, compared
to 235,987 miles in I 991 despite

Staff writer

Figures released recently indicate that although the Charleston
crime rate rose somewhat last
year, campus crime remained relatively stable.
Criminal investigation activity
rose by 7 percent in Charleston in
1992. The rise is partially because
of an increase in robbery. aggravated assault. burglary and theft.
according to the Charleston Police
Department.
A partial breakdown of last
year's police statistics includes the
following:
• In 1992, 237 index crimes
were reported to the University
Police Department. That figure
represents an increase of two from
235 in 1991.

receiving fewer service calls.
• Officers issued fewer written
warnings in 1992. a total of 1,197.
compared to 1.304 in 1991.
Non-moving violations. such as
parking in illegal areas and blocking declined from 2,844 in 1991
to 2,559 in last year.
Campus index crimes remained
steady with three or more fewer
crimes in all classifications except
for theft of more than $300. There
were 39 thefts of more than $300
in 1992. compared to 32 in 1991.
Ealy said Lhe university police
only control state-owned property
which is confined to Eastern's
campus.
"We're not responsible for (the
students) in an off-campus area."
said Mike Ealy, crime prevention
officer for the University Police
Department.

Judge orders a sea·r ch for leaks
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge wants government prosecutors to explain alleged leaks
about a grand jury investigation of
House Ways and Means Chairman
Dan Rostenkowski.
John Garren Penn, chief judge of
the U.S. District Coun here. said a
half dozen newspaper and magazine articles and a TV broadcast
dating back to last May ''appear to
reveal information that was pre-

scntcd to the grand jury."
Rostenkowski, D-lll., asked Penn
last week to hold U.S. Attorney Jay
Stephens in contempt of coun. citing 13 newspaper or magazine articles and two TV broadca-;ts about a
grand jury's 15-month probe into
the House Post Office scandal.
Based on his analysis of the
rcpons, Penn concluded that seven
of them "contain information disclosing matters before the grand

jury."
The judge's chamber said
Tuesday no date has been set for a
hearing on Rostenkowski's contempt motion.
Stephens had suggested that virtually all of the information in the
news rcpons originated from either
Rostenkowski. his staff and other
House colleagues, or witnesses and
their attorneys not subject to grcmd
jury secrecy rules.

BSU president meets with Jorns
By CHRISTINE STARR

Royal Heights Apartm
1509 S. Second
• Great Location

(lkhind Old \'\'hite I !en)

Garage Parking Available
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CAll TOD

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
Ill. Real Estate Broker

ON CAMPUS

The Black Student Union's president spoke to
members about his meeting with President David
Joms concerning cuts in funding for next year at
Tuesday's regular BSU meeting.
President Aaron Bell met with Joms Monday at
Pemberton Hall along with executives of other student groups. Bell said some possibilities that Joms
has been considering are eliminating two of
Eastem's six colleges, a student fee increase and
the elimination of some intramural sports activities.
Joms told Bell there will be no tuition increase
for next year, Bell said.
Bell told members to let Joms know their opinions about the cuts from the Board of Governors the board that governs Eastern.

BURGERAMA

* mushroorn-n-swiss
* pizza burger
* bacon c-burger

should make an appointment to talk to him personally about the situation," Bell said.
In other business:
• Bell announced that the position of BSU secretary is now open. Interviews will be held 5 p.m.
Thursday in the BSU office in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
•y20A party will be held, sponsored by the BSU,
9:30 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. Friday in the University
Ballroom of the Union. Admission is $ 1.50 or $1
with a BSU membership card.
Lance Phillips, co-coordinator of the Miss Black
EIU Pageant, said patron ads for the pageant booklet will be on sale for $2. The deadline for the ads
is Tuesday. Those wishing to purchase ads can see
Phillips or Ceci Brinker, assistant direcotr of
Student Activities.
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"If you have any concerns about that... you
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• Central AIC
• 1-1/2 Baths

• Large 3-Bedrooms

The Men of

Pi Kappa Alpha
Proudly Present Their
New Initiates

Dennis Alexander
Brian Barnes
Jeffrey Baron
Gustav Brownfield
Tom Bukowski
Ryan Church
Jared Essenpreis
Matt Flickinger
Dylan Franken
John Gallagher
Troy Gibson
Jeff Goering
JasonHaier

Jeffrey Hart
Ryan Ivers
Steve Montgomery
Jon Olson
Michael Perkins
Craig Querry
Matt Roberts
Brad Rozboril
Mike Ryon
Todd Saner
John Spillane
Eric Whittington
Jeffrey Zelasko
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*American Institute For Foreign Study
* Information and material about study
abroad programs
* Internships Abroad * Travel Abroad
*Semester* Year* Spring Break
* Transfer Credit
* Financial Aid * Scholarships Abroad

AFS.

Thursday,
...
February 4, 1993
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.n

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photograpner

st horsing around
James and Huhha Huh/Jo Rorry. a two-year-old Philly quarter horse, ride around the track at the Coles
; Fairgrounds Tuesday afternoon.

eoria drug trial begins
EORIA (AP) A Tucson,
., real estate agent was a
supplier of marijuana to the
k bland and Chicago areas
nearly I 0 years, a prosecutor
Tuesday at the open of a feddrug trial.
Assistant U.S. attorney Bradley
y said Martin Sax, 43. suptruckloads of marijuana to
is in a drug ring from 1982and helped launder money
the operation.
"The evidence will show that
tin Sax wore two hats,"
urphy said in opening statets. "He wore the hat of a drug
'butor, personally delivering
·juana to individuals who carthem back here.
"Mr. Sax also wore the hat of a
y launderer, even though he

may have taken his hands off the
drugs."
Defense attorney Thomas
Anthony Durkin said his client
distributed marijuana a decade
ago but quit in the mid- l 980s.
The five-year statute of limitations has run out for prosecution.
Durkin contended. but his client
is a victim of prosecutors eager to
convict as many people as possible in the federal sting dubbed
"Operation Adobe...
"Marty Sax distributed marijuana." he said. "He's not proud
of it or happy about ic. There's no
excuse, but there could be some
reasons.
"He was drafted to Vietnam in
1970 and was a tank driver. When
he returned from Vietnam, he was
using marijuana and alcohol."

Durkin said co-conspirators
arrested with Sax are hoping for
leniency by testifying against
him.
''Beginning in the spring of
I 984, everyone in the conspiracy
knew Sax had gotten out of the
business," he said.
Key testimony is expected
from Michael and Karin Cutkomp
of Rock Island. Both are
described by authorities as major
drug smugglers.
The Cutkomps were indicted
on eight felony charge:; in 1989.
They fled to Mexico but were
arrested after three years on the
run last September.
Cutkomp in a plea agreement
last month admiued to conspiracy
Lo distribute marijuana, tax fraud
and money laundering.
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Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All classlfled advertising
MUST meet the 2 p . m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publication Any
ads processed Af1IR 2 p.m.
wlll be published In the followl ng day's newspaper
Ads cannot be canceled
Af1IR the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Aciv..rtlc;lng submitted
to The Ddlly £dstem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

TRAvn
SPRING BREAK '93. Best
rates. Best Trip. Groups and
Individuals welcome. Call me
for details. Todd 348-5538 .
Leave Message
_ __ _ _ __ 2128
Spring Break! Guaranteed beachfront hotels in the heart of the
action. Various accommodations
located next to Spinnaker and
Club La Vela! From $119 per person. Jeff 581-5919.

llnPWANTED
RIRCH TRAIL CAM P FOR
GIRLS-NW
WISCONSIN .
Counselors and instructors for
waterfront and land activittesl
Wilderness trip leaders, secretaries, nurses. food service personnel also needed . Mid-June
through Mid-August. Excellent
salaries, free room and board.
transportation allowance. Oncampus interviews. Contact
Mary Scanlan at (414) 9622548: 5146 N. Woodburn,
Milwaukee, WI 53217.
_ _ _ _ca1/27,29, 213,5,10
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2 ,000+/month + world
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc .) Holiday,
Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary For employment program call 1-206·634-0468 ext.
C5738

DIRECTORY
So.\llClS

0mno

lRA\lll
lRAtNING/ ScHOOLS

KELP WANTU>
W ANTl.D
ADOl'TION

lln>tS/lllools

_ _

ROOMMATlS

FOR ll£NT
SA.LI

LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNC£ME.NTS

o!~;

_H_ELP
_W~A_
NTID
_________]

ATTENTION STUDENTS. Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provi ded
Send SASE to National
Distributors P.O. Box 9643,
Springfield .
MO
65801 .
Immediate response .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

Female sublessor needed for
Spring '93 • S135 per month, own
Cali 348-5259
room.
__________
_ 215

Part· Time reader assistant
needed immediately for blind per·
son. Typing skills and ability to
read aloud a must CaU 345-4715
or 581·6656

Summer sublessors needed: 2
person, 2 bedroom, spacious, air.
Call 348·6090
-----------:-~21
. 5
Female sublessor needed for
summer. Royal Heights. $138 per
month.
348·1183.
Ask
for Klrsta
___
___
__
_ 215

- --

_215

Yes

D

'IE

f,/JT TO

1lXJ#1
l T'A'i., 1'M
CALL

.e
~ ~~
~·
SOllTlf PA/If SAID, TX Slflll1'11CHrS

Two females wanted to share
large house. Cheap rent, close to
campus. Wanted for summer, tali.
or
Call 348-1803
_ __
__ _ _ _ _215
_ both.

_ 215

SllBLESSORS

.

I

FEMALE SUBLESSOA NEEDED
FOR SPA. 93 1 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. OWN ROOM. RENT
IS NEGOTIABLE. CALL 345·
2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _215

Name: _ ________________

D

215

Earn up to $$10/hour Are you
looking for great hours? Great
SSS and a great experience?
Don't look any further. Market for
Fortune 500 companies! Cali now
1·8()().932-0528
Ext._
17_ _214
_ _ _ __

Classified Ad Form
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

Female sublessor needed ASAP!
Own room Near campus Low utili·
ties.
S140r'mo.
Can
__
___
_348-0205
__ _ _,..8

Coles County Council on Aging
seeking responsible caring per·
son to proVide in-home care ser·
vices to older adults in
Charleston. Oakland, and
Ashmore. Hourly wages, mileage
reimbursement. paid training,
flexible work hours. CNAs, previ·
ous house cleaning, in-home care
experience preferred. Call 2343311 or 348-5355 for application.
E.O.E.
___218
Spanish/French/Japanese speak·
Ing people needed to teach after
school programs in Charleston,
Lerna $15/hr. Training & lesson
plans provided. Transportation
required. 1-398-8669.

Eastern News

Address: ______________

_ SU___BLE.SSORS
____~___..._.

~

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Like the
Palisades
• Untidy person
10 Two-stroke
d rumbeat
14Musical
direction
1s W.Samoan
money
H Johnny Cash
walks rt
noevilfrsh
ta Baille feeder
t•Rara-20 Before, to the
Bard
21 Stengel 's last
team
24 B usy p lace s
H TV's · - - at a
Time·· 1975-84

CAMPUS CLIPS

.__.I

.._!

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weekends Effingham. Six
children ages H 1. Early child·
hood , Education majors preferred . Meets requirement for
working with children. Only SERIOUS need apply. Budgetel Inn,
Effingham. Ask for Doris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 215

SuBLf.SSORS

FOR

I

1109

I

U
If
, ,• •

DAYl'
OIA IEACH,Fl SAJf01/IQITS
PAIAIA CITY l9CJI, R - 1
S AIQ 1 *'"S

STWIOAT, CQ
- H
1 lAN0111£1<Tl
•fJ2
llUSTAJIC ISWJD, rr llTOl
llAO !WIO, SC - 'f2f
lAJfD 1/llQITS
llNJI~

PJ

VAll/lfAVEICIB, CO - 12'9
SAND 1MCllJS

Pl/ICES FOil STA I
NOT PEe NIGHT!

TOl1 lllll llRlllATIOll i ll5lmTIOllS

1·800-521·5911

28 Levy
21 Scarf
30 Rustic,
redundantly
38 Sort of court
37 Audience
38 Biblical oldster
40 What 30 Across
m ight buy
a H int
46 H ot off the
press
47Beset
st Dixie
S3 "Seller· of 40
Across
ss C row 's c ry
sa Salty d rop
seH1storic
H unganan city
eo Saw
a G risly giant

RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for Water
Wednesday from 2-10 p.m. at the Intramural desk m the
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting Wednesday at
for officers and 5:45 p.m. for members in BB 108. This
mealing of the semester, so everyone is expected to be
EIU RUGBY PRE-SEASON practice Is Wednesday fr
1n MacAfee gym. All players, new or old, encouraged to
TAYLOR BLACK HISTORY committee would like to in
sons interested in participating In Challenge of Cha
Show on Wednesday In Taylor lobby. Please contaCI Ta
2236 or Dwayne 581 ·2739 for more information.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Gay and Lesbian sup
meets weekly. Call Bud Sanders (581-3413) at the
Center for information.
PRSSA WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 8 p.m. in BB;
majors are welcome to the recruitment party and mee ·
bring your checkbooks for annual dues.
HAITI CONNECTION WILL meet Wednesday at 5 p
Newman Center. Mew members welcome! For info. can
4252.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass W
9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. For rides call 348·0188.
lowing.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 8
Blair Hall rm. 300.
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 7 p
Life Science rm 201 . Dr. Glenn Conroy from Washington
will be speaking on "Searching for Human Origin in Al
cookies and koolaid will be served. All are welcome.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION will have a
Wednesday at 5 p.m. In the Political Science Grad. Asst.
Upcoming events will be discussed.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have Great Kings & Queens al
on display In Coleman Hall from 9-3 p.m. Wednesday,
BLACK STUDENT UNION will host a movie night Wed
p .m at the Afro·Amer. Cultural Center. Everyone 1s I
refreshments will be served.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will have a Jump·A·Thon Wedne
p.m. 1n the University Ballroom. come enjoy an evening of
activities.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA encourages everyone to view their
Your Heritage• display In Buzzard on Thursday between 8-3 p
PANTHER PRIDE FAN Club will have an organizational
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in Lantz Main lobby. Anyone can
Questions call Mark at 581·3057.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting W
at 5:30 p .m . in Charleston/Mattoon rm.
GREEK WEEK FIRST elections meebng will be held Wed
7 p.m. in the Kansas room in Union.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study Wedn
7 p.m in Lantz.
PSI CHI WILL have a meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in
Chi lounge
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive meeting Wednesday
p.m. in Coleman.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will have meetings on
nights at 7 p.m. In the Taylor Hall lobby. For more Info. call
2306.

.a Columnist
Barrett
M Antlc
65 Soaks flax
M Fr. holy women
e7 I yric poem

DOWN
1 Ditto
2 Auler of yore
3 Slave of yore
4 Down a hero
s Liberace w as
one
I She w rote
·ored "
7 --·Slipper

(orchid )
1 Spread not for a

bed

Under Classification of:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only),_ __ _ __ _ _
Person accepting ad _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:
OCash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
OCheck

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

after sleet
21 Land of Lot's
descendants

a

Satisfied
serval's sound

n Overdo on the
rang e
31 Fox's shrill cry
u - C i ty , Mich.
» Rocker Richards
M "Massa·s - Cold G ro und":
Foster
31 Ho liday d rinks
31 Collection
41 H e had his up s
an d d owns
42 H emingw ay's
"The - -·

a Cornflower - 44 Tin ng

competition
47 Nimoy or N olte
• Ploy at Troy
•

" Get set. g or·

so Hollywood's Or
Kildare

IWEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6 :30
7 :00
7 :30
8:00
8:30
9 :00
9 :30
10:00
10:30

11 Fish by bobbing

FEBRUARY31

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAN[)..7 17

ESPN·24

I.any Bird:

Legere 111 Green

News
En!.'111. Tonight

News

College Baske!baQ ();antum Leap

Desigriing Women

Married •• •

Villanova at

Jeffersors

Unsolved

Best of Oisney
Music

Wonder YtalS
Ooogie Howser

Pitt

Murder, She
Wrote

North Carotina
at DIM

Movie·
Oead II

Mystenes

s1 Ta bleau
u Gumbos
S4 · - ~ Rhythm"
11 G izmo for a
g uitar
NRipe
s7 "The.Way We

H:lmlade:
Ue on the Street

Heal of the

Horne~

N'ighl

Coadl

Law& Order

48Hours

TVs Funniest
ConvnetciaJs

News

News

Tonight

M'A'S·H

News
Love Connecwt

USA·26

lheWoter

Spot\sCenler

MacGyver

WGN·10 9

MOYie:
Odd Man Out

News

WILL·12, 12
MacNeil. Lehrer
Nature

LIFE·13

Fox-8 55

DISC·9

WEJU-29, 51

TBS-15

Unsolved
Mysteries

Nig.'11 Court
Cheers

Manmade MoCh
Wa!k on Water

Reaclng Raili>ow
QbCOMeet

Sanford & Son

LA. Law

Beverly Hitt,
90210

Making of a
Coobnent

Little House

Movie Picb1g
Up the Pieces

Mel/Ose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Time Trax

Beyond2000

Cambodians in
Amelica

N'ighlCM

Being Serwecl?

Renegade

MOYie

Tlirtysomelhtng

Cheers
Studs

Maldngola
Conbnent

Bevertylt.

Movie: Battle
of the Bulge

News
ViolenceWomen

MoYie.

Mr. & Mrs. North

A/mo

Movie:Ufe w1t11Father

~
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LASSIFIED ADVERTISING
..............._fOR_llf._NT
_

__.I .__I_fOR~Rl~NT~___.l I

2 Bedroom Apartment, extra nice.
Prefer couple. Year lease 3452416
213
Q.,,.-U-IET-----1--B--R-F=-U-R
__N_l_S_H__
E_D_A.PT
~..,.......,-·ca 2/2,3,9, 10

Park Apartments now

fDr !all. 2 Bedroom comlum1shed. Ceiling fans.
furniture and carpeting.
campus 10 month
r, garbage, and cable
In rent $210 each for
each for 3 345-4508.
ca1126,27,28,211,2,3
to campus, furnished
lor 93-94 school year.
per bedroom, 10 112
, $175/mo., 345-3148.

_ _ _ _ _ _ .517
$150/month, utilittes:
ONLY Intersession,
Fall & Spring SessionsNovak (708) 789-3n2.
2119
~--:-fo-r-=ta-:n=-:.,.-tw-o-_,bed.,.--'room
apartments. McArthur
Apartments 913·917
Sl345-2231

------

517

ave oven rental $25 for
Semester plus $1 O
820 Lincoln Street. 348-

_ _ _ _ _ _517
Apts. 1 block North of
on 4th St. 3 bedroom
3 persons. Rent paid by
r only. $135 per person.
lease. SEcurity locked
. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Realty. 345-2113

""'"=------,---=-517

Buchanan. Aldo Roma
1 bedroom apartments for 1
s Ublities included. 11
lease. $325 for 1 person
each for 2 persons. Call
Charlotte 345-2113. Eads

- - - - - ---:---517

epts , one, two, & three
Great for grad. student or
couples. Ask for Jim at
1556 or 345-2919
2/8
__n_ts_&:-:-H,_o-u-se_s_a_v_a7"ilable

'93. 1. 2 and 3 bedrooms.
mfo. & appointment. 345-

M·F, 8:30-5, Sat. 9-12.
2112

....,.....,S~C~H--O~O~L~Y~E~A~R~.~ALSO

ER 93 1, 2. 3, AND 4 BEDAPARTMENTS. ALSO
SES AVAILABLE. CALL B
K RENTALS AT 345-6621
WE MESSAGE IF NO
R OR CALL 348-8349)

.517
3 bedroom houses 1806,
, 11th Street; 1022, 1036
Street. 1210 3rd Street; 2
room
apartment.
415
Call 348;5032

NEAR SQUARE, UTILITIES
PAID.
CALL
345-4336
___
__
_ _ _ _ __.215
Fall 93-94, furnished house for 4
girls, washer-dryer, $180/mo.
345-2607
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.215
1993-94 School year 3 and 4
bedroom houses. Across from
Buzzard 348-0440, 581-6927
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115
1993-94 School year, 3 bedroom
house. 1718 10th. 2 blocks from
Union. 348-0440, 581-6927.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2115
1993-94 school year, 7 bedroom
house. South of Lincoln, 2 blocks
from Union. 345-4463, 581-6368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115
PHONE 345·3515 OR 348·8837
AFTER 4:30 pm FOR INFORMA·
TION ON THE FOLLOWING:
Furnished apartment Five bed·
rooms. Washer/dryer in apart·
ment. Central air. Extra nice. Four
or hve occupants. Two bedroom
furnished epanmont. Washer and
dryer. Two occupants.

---------~213

Nine bedroom house OR split into
two apartments of six bedrooms
and 3 bedrooms. Low utilities. 2
washers/dryers, available sum·
mer/fall/spring. Cell 234-4831. Six
blocks from campus.
=----------'215
Fall and/or summer semester. 4
bedrm. furnished hse. Block from
Krackers, parking, air, yard, F & B
porch. Ideal lor 4 persons, phone
345-9486.
---------~218
4 apts behind Jerry's Pizza, available May 15. Two houses within 4
blks. also available in May. Call
345-2841 or 345-3059
_ _ _ _ _.215
Commercial pool table In 2 bed·
room house for 2·3 people furnished. Water and garbage
Included in rent. Also have console TV. 10 mo. lease $205 each
for
2. 345-4508.
____________
214
Very nice newly remodeled 2
bedroom mobile home partially
furnished. Brand new carpet,
vinyl and appliance. Water,
garbage and cable TV Included in
rent. $265/mo. 1 year lease starts

5/1. 345-4508.
----------'214
2 & 3 bedroom apartments completely furnished. Water &
garbage included in rent. 1/2
block from campus above
Panther's Lounge & Joker's.
$210 each for 2, $165 each for 3.
345-4508.
----~214
Really nice 1 bedroom completely
furnished apartment for 1 quiet
female. Water, garbage, cable TV
& partial heat Included m rent. 10
mo. lease. Non-smoker preferred.
$250/mo. 345-4508.

93·94 school year-One and two
bedroom apartments. Extremely
close to campus. Will be newly
remodeled for next year. Semi·
lum1shed and water is included.
1812 9th St. Call 348-5848

ANNOUNCEMENTS

11

Mary Kay Products. Right on
Campus. A lull line of products in
stock. Call Angela at 581-3893.
Free facials!

Brittany Ridge Townhouse, 1-5
people. Includes 2 112 bath, dishwasher, washer/dryer etc. Call
345-7379
Spacious 3 bedroom apanment in
excellent condition available
8115193. Quiet residential building
at 300 Harrison. $165/month per
person. 12 month lease. Call
David McGrady at 348-8258
-----=-=,__..,,..,.,.,,,......,--214
ALL UTILITIES PAID, 2 or 3 bedroom apartments for 2·3 girls.
Close to EIU. 10 month lease.
CALL CAMPUS RENTALS 345·
3100 between 3-9 p.m.

-----~---~213

Congratulations to ANGIE
WADSWORTH of TAI-SIGMA on
geltlng lavaliered to JOE MARTY
of SIGMA PHI EPSILON. Your
sisters are happy for you!!

ALPHA SIGMA TAU SORORITY
RUSH! Feb. 4, 7:30 and 5, 6:30
p.m. at Greek Court. For rides
and info. ca.11581 ·6742

FOil SALE
TV-Quasar 25" consolo-S175
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426

_ _213

CHRISTINE
ALVARADO:
Congratulations on your appointment to Apportionment Board! Your
AST Sisters aro proud of you!

,.517

=-----=-----~213

Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150 Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch S225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426
=--------------5"
Pool Table, Balls, Bndge, Good
Condition
345-9486.
____
_ _ _ _ _ _218

Rochelle T., You're a great
room1e, no matter what time of
the day it 1s. Hmt, Hint. Phi Sig
Luv. Dee Ann

~---------'213

I ANNOUNCEMENTS I
Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at 3485538. Leave message if no
answer.
2128
A-=T=T.,..N--,,..ST=u-D
__E
__N_T
.....S_:_s=T--u--DENT
GOV'T IS LOOKING FOR STUDENTS TO JOIN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BOARD AND THE
APPORTIONMENT BOARD. IF
YOU ARE INTERESTED, CALL
581·5522 OR STOP BY ROOM
201 IN THE UNION.

lvin and Hobbes

GAMMA CL.ASS: Congratulations
on going active! Your KOR
Brothers are proud of you!

----~213

JENI SCHMITZ: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Todd Laux
of Delta chil Your Delta Zeta
Sisters are very happy for you!

----.......,---~----------213

To the Men of Della Tau Della:
Get excited for our function. Can't
wait to see you in your PJ's! The
Ladies of Delta Zeta

~t\Q poul"<\ 'fOU
at re<ess. T~in\('(.

AMY WEISMAN: To my AWESOME A-mom, Thanks for everything! Sig Kap love and mine,
Nicole

W"1C.~ '(~~

ITS

213
CHAD YATES: Thanks for being
a good D-CHI Daddyl No, I didn't
forget you! ASA Love, Stephanie

213

M
- -IC,...H
_E
__L_L_E_ _ _ _G-=--A-=-o-=--01NI:
Congratulations on activation and
receiving the "Most Active Pledge
Award'. You did an awesome job. I
love
my kiddo! Sig Kap love, Julie
__________
213
Jackie David: To a great grandma. Thanks for the gift. Love,
Tammy

~-----------=---213

Lome Lorenc: To #1 AGO Moml
Thanks for every1hing. Let's do
lunch. Love, Tammy

Lesley Ankrom: To #1 Special
Sis. Your the greatest! AGO Love,
Tammy
_ _ _ _ _.213
Congratulations Wanda Louise of
Sigma Kappa for getting lavaliered to Kevin Amold of Sigma
Chi. Sig Kap and Dee Zee Love,
Maryand Sue

---------~213

Ryan Heffern: Thanks for the
father/daughter bonding last
week! Let's do 1t again soon! A·
Phi Love, Jennie

---------~213

JULIE MURPHY; HAPPY 22ND
B·DAY! I OWE YOU A SHOT
LOVE YA, LARISA
,..,.-:=c--=-.,,.,-,-===:----.,-,-~213
MELODY REED: Happy birthday
to my best roommate & lriendl
Thanks for everything! LOVE,
BEC
:------,---.......,,....,.~213
Alexis Genetski: Smile! Your
daughter loves youl A-Phi Love,
Jennie
____________213
Mike Godek: Thanks for all the
Goodies Monday night. You're a
true sweetheart! Love, Your Phi
Sig Ladies

_ _ _ _ 213

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA and PHI
BETA CHI: Can't wait to see you
tonightl It should be very GOTH·
IC! The women of PHI SIGMA
SIGMA

213

~PA_M_C--LA_R
__
K __&-~K~R~1'7CSTIE

KAHLES: Congratulations on
being appointed to Panhel cabinet! Keep up the Good Work!
Love, Your ASA sisters

____,213

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
APPLICATIONS FOR NONSENATE ELECTIONS CO·
CHAIR ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN
ROOM
201
UNIVERSITY
UNION. APPLICATIONS DUE
BACK BY FEBRUARY 10.
_ _ _ _.215
RUSH ALPHA SIGS! TONIGHT
7:30-8:30 at Greek Court. The
Women of Alpha Sigma Alpha
look forward to meeting you!

---------~213

JULIE MURPHY: Happy 22nd,
Grandma! No puking in book
bags! Love, Liz & Kellie

2/3

B=ETH----HA_R,...P~E
....R-:...,.
C...,.
O_N...,.
G....
R-AT:c-ULA-

TIONS ON GETTING PINNED
TO ANTHONY SANTERELLI OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON!! YOUR
ALPHA SIG SISTERS ARE SO
HAPPY FOR YOU!

~~RD

ft..

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

S\'AA1EG'f \'$
f\ 3)1}\~~L.

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

TO COMt. \)\> Wtffi

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

l\~

GOO~ T~\l~T

I{,~
I~

i.._i__~-___.)
...
Doonesbury

-------------213

l

--------~213

TO RU\'ol

•
i

~-------~213

Darrell Rennels: You did an awesome job with KOR rush All your
hard work really paid off! ASA
love, Enn

ANNOUNC£MOOS

LORI OLSON: Congratulations
on becoming the EIU Female
Athlete of the YEARI Delta Zeta
is very proud of you You definitely
deserve ii!
__________
213

by Bi 11 Watterson

fni

Michael, Happy Anniversary!
Thanks for 4 wonderful months! I
love you! Princess

-~------~213

Congratulations Kris Schleier of
Phi Sigma Sigma on your
engagement to Andrew Null
We're very happy for you. LITP,
Your sisters

Lost 1/27·28: Gold women's nng
with small sapphires. Only value
is sentimental. Please call 348n23. REWARD.

__________213

GREAT PL.ACE TO SHOP! JUST
SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH ST. OPEN
TUESDAY-SATURDAY, 1·5, 3451469. WE ALSO BUY!
~--------215
Diane Johnson: Congratulations
on getting pinned lo Doug
Hammel of Delta Tau Della!
Everyone is very happy for you!
Love,
Your Delta Zeta Sisters 213
_____________

Trina Albert: Happy 22nd
Birthday! Watch out STIX, here
we come! Let's get crazy like this
past summer! Love your roomies,
Michelle, Jill and Tiff

213

Jen Nuxoll, Finally, you get to see
yourself In the paper. Now stop
complaining or I'll make you clean
your room. Phi Sig Love, Your #1
Mom

Queen size waterbed wfm1rrored
bookcase headboard, padded
side rails. Excellent condition,
$275. Ph. 348-1820.

_213

-----------~213

---

-:------:------:----,---,,....,--218

--

Lynnie: Happy 21st Birthday!
Can't wait to celebrate! We will
help you get up for your 8 o'clock.
Love, Marshall, Franzen, Sheri,
Potter. Dena, and Kristi

JEN KAHLES: Happy Belated
Birthday! Moms is calling! ASA
Love, Stephanie
..__,..,---,-.,,.,..,..-:-~213
Lambda Chis and Phi Sigs: FIRE
UP for a great time tonight! Let's
get _
GOTHIC!
Beta
_ _ The
__
_ Chts
_ _213

ANNA HANG, You're 21 today, so
go out and get crazy Luv, your
Eastern Buddie

Taylor made driver golf club.
Everlast heavy punching bag,
both in great cond. 345-9486.

I I

---------------2/5

Congratulations to the Alpha
Gamma pledge class of AST. Tau
Love. Tina.
---------~213
SEND A VALENTINE BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE USA: BAL·
LOON, CUPID BEAR AND KISSES $18.95. UP UP AND AWAY,
1503 Seventh St. 345-9462.
_______ ca212,3,4,8,9, 10
BETH MATKOVICH: You're going
to be an awesome Greek Week
assistant! We're going to have a
great
semester. TAU love. Amy213
____________

-::----:---::-:----:-----2/17
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CONGRATULATIONS to Sherif
Hubbartt of SIGMA KAPPA on
getting lavaliered to Kevin Flynn
of SIGMA CHI. Your sisters are
happy
for you.
______________
213

Preseason EIU Rugby practice
Wednesday night, 8-10 m McAfee
gym. All players encouraged to
attend. Tell your friends and let's
get rucklng and mauling!

,,.....,.---,-,---=-----219

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DAY
FEB. 3, 1993

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. or 3 items). All items must be pnced.

Name: _____________________

~

Address: ________Phone: - - - - - - Dates to

run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of. ______P.erson accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days

Amount due:S _ _ _ __

Wednesday, February 3, 1993
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IDS Awareness
Week Videos
• "The Ryan White Story"

•"Common Threads:
Stories from the Quilt"
• "Time Out: The Truth
•"In the Shadow of Lov
About HIV, AIDS, and You."
A Teen Al DS Story"
• "Something To Live For:
The Alison Gertz Story"
These informative and educational videos about AIDS
are being shown daily in the Video Lounge (MLK Union Walkway).
Videos begin at 9 a.m.

Brought To You By University Board.

1111~1&~
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES

BADMINTON SINGLES

Water Basketball (CR) ..................................................................•......................TODAY
Pickleball Singles (M,W) ...........................................................................Friday, Feb. 5
Wrestling (M) .......................................................................................Tuesday, Feb. 16
Badminton Singles (M,W) •.......................................................................Friday, Feb. 19

--Men's and Women's Competition
··Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points - must win by 2.
--Individuals must select to play in a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The
winners from each nightly tournament will advance to the finals on Wednesday.
--Entries accepted beginning Thursday, Feb. 11. The Entry Deadline is Fri., Feb. 19.

~~~~~~C-0~-R~E-C~~-A-T~E-R~B-A_S_K~E-T_B_A~L-L~~~~~~ -P~y~~sMo~~~b~~ 8 ~m.~theMcAfeeSou1hGym.

--Co-Rec Co;ipetition
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ABRAHAM LINCOLN!!
--Teams cont)st of 6 players (3 men, 3 women) with a roster limit of 12 players (6
The
Student
Recreation Center hours and programs on Friday, February 12,
men, 6 women). Teams may play with 5 players, but 3 of the 5 must be women.
-Co-Rec Wat.er Basketball consist of round robin leagues followed by single-elimina- Lincoln's Birthday will remain the same. Have a great day off from classes!
tion playoffs.
--Teams play in a Monday/Wednesday league. Play will begin at 8:30 p.m.
LANTZ POOL CLOSED
··Entry deadline is TODAY.
·
I
--Play ~ins Monday, Feb. 8 at 8 :30 p.m. in Lantz Pool.
Lantz Pool will be closed for an ntercollegiate Swim Meet on the following date:
-TheMANAGEffSME81NGforCO~ECBASK8BA~~T~rs~Fe~4~7~~-t_u_~_a_~-F-eb_ru_a_ry_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1---------------------------

p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. All managers in attendance will receive an automatic
"win" for their team.

PICKLE- BALL SINGLES
--Men's and Women's Competition.
·-Matches consist of the best 2 ou1of3 games to 11 points -must win by 2. Individuals
officiate themselves.
··lndividuals select to play in the Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The winners from each nightly tournament will advance to the finals on Wednesday.
··Entry deadline is Friday, Feb, 5.
--Play begins Monday, Feb. 8 at 8:00 p.m. In the Lantz Fieldhouse.

RACQUETBALL AND INDOOR TENNIS RESERVATIONS
Courts can be reserved at the Control Access Desk in the SAC Lobby.
Reservations for Sunday and Monday come out at noon Friday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at noon Monday; Thursday at noon Tuesday; Friday at noon Wednesday;
and Saturdays at noon Thursday.
A validated student ID or Recreation membership card must be presented EACH
TIME A RESERVATION IS MADE. No telephone reservations are accepted. An individual may reserve a court every other day.

1--------------------------GENERAL INFORMATION
---------------------------t Lobby.
has
check
the
Office
the
week.
"'

1

LOST ID"S: Any studeot who
lost an ID should
at the Rec Sports Office in
SRC
The Rec Sports
will retain
IDs until Monday morning of every
The IDs will then be sent to the office of the Assistant Dean of Student Personnel Services.
LOST AND FOUND: Students missing any valuables should ask at the Rec Sports Office
in the SAC Lobby. In order to regain the lost item, a description must be given.
NOT ALLOWED: NO RUNNING SHOES are allowed on the wood floor areas of the
Student Recreation Center.
GUESTS: Guest passes can be purchased at the Recreational Sports Office in the lobby
of the SRC for use of the SAC. Cost is $4.00. Each student or recreation member may
only bring one guest per day, members may bring more than one guest as long as all are
immediate family. Guests must be accompanied by their sponsor at all times while using
the recreation facilities. Must have exact change on the weekends. Make checks payable
to Eastern Illinois University.

'-----·---- -
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er Bowl gets super ratings
YORK (AP) - The
ys, Michael Jackson
learned up to make the
Bowl the most-watcio television history,
NBC irs first weekly ratory in more than six
· Tuesday that an esti.4 million people watcpme Sunday. about 6.4
more 1han watched the
r Bowl, the previous
r which also was on
· ate was based on figby the A.C. Nielsen

Co., and researched jointly by
NBC and Nielsen.
The Super Bowl drew an A.C.
Nielsen national rating of 45. l and
a 66 share, the highest marks since
CBS did a 45.8 and 66 for the
New York Giants-Denver Broncos
Super Bowl in 1987.
NBC Sports President Dick
Ebersol attributed the ratings succe.ss. in part, to Jackson's halftime
show, which gave NBC a 45.5 rating during the half hour from 88:30 p.m. EST.
"While the game didn't stay as
close as we would have liked, the
record-breaking viewership was

• From page 16
drink I've been improving."
pointed to the game against Wisconsinas being her best game of the year.
though I didn't really have the great statis. ts, 4 rebounds, 3 blocks). I felt it was my
offensively and defensively." Beck added.
c being the Lady Panthers' third leading
Beck said offense is the weakest part of her
lrying to work more on offense and to get
confidence shooting the ball," Beck said.
ing that has helped Beck in her first sea-

beyond our expectations," Ebersol said. "A significant factor in
the ratings success was that Michael Jackson's performance held
the audience at halftime." .
It also helped that while DaJlas
wound up winning 52-17, the
Cowboys' halftime lead of 28-10
was not yet a to1al runaway.
Last year's Super Bowl on CBS
did a 40.3 rating and 61 share.
The all-time ratings record for a
Super Bo" I was 49. J by CBS for
the 1982 San Francisco-Cincinnati
game, but there were only about
8 l.5 million TV households in
America then.

SherieI Brown. Brown, the team's leading scorer and
rebounder, is also a post player and has been a guiding force for Beck.
"As a senior. Sherie! goes out and works harder
every game," Beck said. "She gives us (the freshmen) confidence when we make mistakes, saying.
'We're all right. We'll get them next time."'
Eastern has gotten off to its slowest start in history with a 2-14 record, but Beck said she is not discouraged.
"I don't like losing. but each game we're improving by leaps and bounds. There's no where to go but
up," she said. "I can't wail to keep playing because
if it (winning) doesn't happen this year, it's going to
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Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Free Semi-thick Crust after 1O p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
2 a.m. on weekends

345-3400

Ill
E

Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$3.99
Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed
After 10 p.m.
each additional
item .75¢

Every
Wednesday

$1 Iii per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

Surprise your
sweetie with a
Daily Eastern News
Valentine Personal!!

~en the influenceofsen~io_r_c_o_-_ca~p-ta_i_n~h=a=ppe==n~n=e=xt~y~e=ar~:-·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JOKERS

5¢

ngnecks

ftoCover

HOLARSHI PS AND
NTS AVAILABLE*

lght At

HIRSTV'S
ORIGINAL
NICKEL
RAFT NIGHT
PITCHERS· s1.'J5
GREAT MUSIC

Advertise
in

The
Dally

Eastern
News/

Press here for a great
data p
ing _
career.
Blue chip. Green llghL State Fann
Is one of America\s leading Insurance companies. Through In~

The right time. The right . . . .
State Fann Is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
proc aHing, computer acience or
math background, there may be

aervice tradition it has become

est corporate data proc...lng

the top life lneurance compenlel

vative marketing and a proud

a very special career opportunity the nation's leading auto and
waiting tor YoU In one of the larg- homeowner'I inlurer, and one of
facilities In the country.
In the country.
You11 receive expert training.
There are actuarial and auditing Jobi open, too.

You11WOikon8lat&of-the« dlda

processing equipment. You11 go

as far and as fast as YoU can.
You couldn't have a more soltd
base to build a career on.
. Conl8Ct J'O'W campus .

.......,. DlleclDr 9bout
Sim F9m todly.
Orwrile Daryl Watson, Aa11i11tant
Director. Home Office Personnel
Relations. One State Farm Plaza.

Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

•
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Hash marks to be moved in
College foo1ball fields will
sec a change next year. as the
hash marks will be moved closer together, Eastern coach Bob
Spoo said.
In a message given to Spoo
by a Gateway Football Conference official. college football
field hash marks will be moved
in by 6-feet. 8 inches from each
side toward 1he center of the
field. Traditionally college football fields had been divided into
three equal parts.
Spoo said the change in the
hash marks was not as drastic as
he originally thought it would

be. Spoo said he thought the
hash marks "'ould be moved in
to equal professional football's
distance, a move which would
greatly open up the field and
change college football coaches'
strategies.
"There still will be a wideside of the field, but it will not
be as significant as it would
have been had they moved it in
the full distance.'' Spoo said.
"We still have to prepare defend
against the wide-side of the
field, but it's not as drastic."
A more open field, in theory.
would be beneficial to an option

weROiher's

team such as Gateway member
Southwest Missouri State. A
team like the Bears will no have
more room to run the option.
In the message given to Spoo.
the league said the change was
made ··partly in reponse to steadily declining offensive and
touchdown totals revealed by
statistics over the past three seasons."
• Coach Spoo will announce
his 1993 recruits for next season
at a 3 p.m. Wednesday press
conference in the O'Brien Stadium football office.
-Staff report

FREEBBQ's
$2 Pitchers (Lite & MGD)
''It's worth the trip up!"

TODAY
Spring Career Day/Job Fair
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Eastern Illinois University
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Un'
All Students Encouraged to Attend

Sledge
• From page 16
7.57 clocking which \\On a triangular meet at
Illinois. and set an Armory record. But Sledge is
not satisfied.
He believes t he reason his time has not
improved is the lack of hard core competition.
Sledge bas won most of hi" hurdles races this year
with ease. Al Illinois. his winning margin was
more than a meter, which in a race only 55 meters
long is like winning a mile by a straightaway or
more.
"I'm winning right now." Sledge said. "But it's
not that important to me. I'd rather run against
someone who is as good a., me. if not better. that
can pull me to a fast time."
Since starting school at Eastern in 1988. Sledge
has been a top dog in the high hurdles. and for the
past two years has been virtually untouchable by
anyone on Eastern 's team.
His talents do not end with the hurdles however. During S ledge's athletic career as a Panther,
head track coach Neil moore has used him in all
sorts of different events. He is capable of producing times of 21.5 in the flat 200 meters and a 47.3
leg on the mile relay.
Sledge has been one of the team's most valu-

Sponsored by the Career Planning & Placement

able point getters in Mid-Continent conference
action, winning the outdoor 110 hurdles title two
years in a row. the indoor 55 hurdles title his
sophomore year. and was the lead off leg of the
four.,ome which won the 4x400 relay in 1992. He
has also been a conference place winner in numerous other events that include the flat 100 and 200.
the 400 intermediate hurdles and the 4x l 00 relay.
But this year the Mid-Continent Conference
will not have a championship meet indoors or out.
Thus, Sledge will have no titles lo defend. So now
his main goal 1s getting lo nationals. something
that has just escaped him in previous seasons.
The two up coming meets on the Panthers'
schedule are the TAC indoor championships and
the Husker Invitational at Nebraska.
Sledge hopes that both of these meets will field
the t ype of compecition that will carry him
through to national time.
He believes that Glen Terry of Indiana, an
Olympic Trials qualifier. will be running at TAC
this weekend.
" I want to run agai n st someon e who can
destroy me," Sledge said. "Being undefeated is
cool. but isn't helping my time. Hopefully. running against someone like Terry will get me a
faster time. whether 1 win or lose.··

FIELD POSITI
AND
INTERNSHI

Eoviroomeotal mosquito management and aquatic weed coottol
contractor is now hiring field personnel for 110 seasonal
positions bcgilloing in May. Aexibility to worlc day and night
crews and excellent driving record required. Company paid
training. Must pass state licensing exam to apply pesticides.
For more information, stop in and see us ...

TODAY • February 3
Spring Career Day - Job Fair
9:30 am - 2:30 pm University Union

CLARKE ENVIRONMENTAL
MOSQUrTO MANAGEMENT, INC.
159 N. Garden Ave. • P.O. Box 72288
Roselle, Illinois 60172
CALL TOLL FREE: 1·800-942-2555 QL ONLY) 1·800-323-5727 (OUTSIDE IL)

The Daily Eastern News

r.B{acl( 1listorg
Month
'Essag Contest
L Entries should be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which can
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can 't We

Congratulations to the Sigma Kappas who
achieved academic excellence for the fall 1992 semester
~

Nicole Angelos

Tara Rigby

Michelle Cisna
Amy Crooks
Jody Daniliuk

3.5 & Above
Jennifer Hellrung
Amy Hershey
Elissa Howard

Beth Etter

Julianne LaGrow

2. The contest is open to all students,
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week of
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Jennifer Francisco
Beth Gocey

Katie Murawski
Angie Odom

Nancy Rendl
Jennifer Sprehe
Kim Swiatek
CyndiVolling
Heather Watson
Krissy Wills

Nikki Bauman
Angie Betourney
Shannon Gasey
Patty Culhane
Jen Cunningham
Melissa DeNovellis
Jenny DeRouin
Jen Dietlin
Colleen Feeney
Michelle Gaddini
Shena Hart

3.0 & Aboye
Susie Hayner
Dawn Huddleston
Sara Imhoff
Dawn Livengood
Alicia Mangrum
Farrah Meis
Nicki Moats
Christina Muraski
Joalice Oard
Erin Peterson
Jen Raymond

Amy Reardon
Melissa Richardson
Tracy Samson
Teresa Uhl
Patty VanMierlo
Amy Varner
Laurie Vincent
Arny Weisman
Mary Whitehead
Dawn Wirth
Gina Zamboni

Prizes donated by:

Congrats Sig Kaps! # 1 in Grades

All Just Get Along?

Office of Minority Affairs

Z<l>B

SCJ
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Rekindle the Romance!
Remember that Special Someone
on Valentines Day with a gift

match by match and
a level of intensity. The
y
the extent of m)' disnt after Sunday's perand I know that that
n again."
Eaawn 1111no1s Unlvmlllty
v.1pan119o UnlV8l9lty
land also said that the
ISttlll'Hlllft time; 7;30 p.m~ lMdZ Gynl
can't look past the
NCOld "
... .....
NOOld
rs just because of
20-1~
k
111 Ben Zmchilc
&-7
but have to go after it
.· · 17..16 Ff.
121
Bftan 8rakle'f M
t if they want to come
2M & fr.
134 Matt Stevens 0-0
~1t
Ji.
142
Tim Hoer1e
9-10
1~18
Jr.
1IO
Chadd
R9.rt
7-11
don 't mean anything
DaMiil ~ "' ..20i!>16 ~ J(. ,
1N Chn$ Hagen 8-12
aaid McCausland. "A lot toMCIMili.. %'ffif>1$ ~ $'.,
181 Rob Pavletlc 10-10
guys don 't have nearly Rlc:h M~ .· ff •· -11~11 Jr.
1?t Eric Cuttle
1-3
· '2(1..U Sr.
190
OPEN
matches as we do. They stan GnMla
. S.-11 Ft.
HWT Mi1c8 8olme
1-S
Jf.
aren't as tired as we are Oen 'W
busy week of travel and week, which gives us a little extra shou ld g ive us a n advantage
's.
time to rest up, and we are at being home."
advant age is tha t the home in familiar surroundings.
The meet is scheduled to start
u in the middle of the Even only having two days off, it at 7:30 p.m. in Lantz Gym.

from

s

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
featuring

•

Roses•Balloons• Fresh Bouquets
1335 Monroe
345-3919

-

OIDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533
N o w- L easing For '93-'94

• From page 16
15ually reminded him that he was doing it
But I wasn 'c around that night to remind
r Panther Kavien Martin. a member of last
NCAA Tournament qualifying team. said
one ever missed the bus when he was on the
He said that people came close. but someone
ays there to make sure that they made it.
have anyone miss the bus is bad enough, but
e one of the key players on the team miss is
ble.
who is to blame for Jordan and Graham being
e alone in Thomas Hall? Both Jordan and
should have had enough self-discipline to
of bed.
players should have gone the extra step to
knock on their doors to make sure they
ready to go. After all. Thomas Hall iso 't that
building.
coaches should also share in some of the
for both players missing the bus Sunday. It
~t have taken much time for Samuels to
lhe bus go from Lantz to Thomas and pick up
and Graham.
II I know 1s that they both overslept,"
els said. "We dido 't knock on any doors.
players tried to call them from (the basketoffice). I didn't know for sure where they

"
odriguez said that Samuels had recently
the Panthers that if any of them were late
lhe bus that they would leave them to teach
a lesson.

Jordan and Graham. who wasn't available for
comment Tuesday, may have learned their lessons
the night before in a loss to Northeastern Illinois.
Jordan was one of the Panther first-teamers taken
out of the lineup by Samuels in the second half of
the game and sat on the bench for the final 14 minutes. Graham. on the other hand, was the only
Panther not to see action in the game.
So Sunday wasn't the time for the pair to be
taught another lesson.
Both Rodriguez and Young said that they would
forgive Jordan and Graham.
"We are going to give them a hard lime about it
when we see them," said Young with a laugh.
"We forgive them. but I just hope that it doesn't
happen again," Rodriguez said.
What the Panthers need to do before Saturday's
game at Northern Illinois is regroup, get everybody
on the same page of the playbook and synchronize
their alarms.
I made my reservations to cover the MidContinent Conference Tournament last week. The
top eight teams in regular season conference play
advance to the tournament. which is being held
from March 7-9 at Wright State University in
Dayton, Ohio.
I made my reservations with the idea that
Eastern wasn't going to wind up in last place and
out of the tournament. But if the Panthers don't
shape up soon. they will all get a chance to sleep in
and won't have to worry about catching a bus to
Dayton.

• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

345-C>LI>E

Jerry's Pizza
& Pub
Wants you to have

A SLtce

'~~--~

LATE NIGHT!
~:;:~~~SE s p Ec I AL! 1~4:~~i~SE
r-----------1-----------,
LARGE Single
Ingredient Pizza

I

SMALL Single
Ingredient Pizza

I

I

:

$6.95

:

$5.00

:

1

I

~~~ £_ ~M- _ ~xa .~.-~~~~!:...1 £. ~M- _ ~x,e. ~-~s~~

Don O'Brien is a staff writer for The Daily Eastern
News.

UBLE DELUXE
R/2 PERSON APTS
, laundry, close to EIU

345-4489
Jim Wood

~~21.
ED'S

~

He's lllO'fun
unpredictable
RIO' outrageous

TONIGHTi

COUNTRY

DANCE NIGHT
w/ D.J. - "GOOS"

75¢ Old Style
Special Export
$1 Bud, Bud Light,
Lite, MGD
$1 Mixers
No Cover

I

"THURSDAY ONLY"

(FrldayShowCancelled)

8 PM UNIVERSI1Y BALLROOM $1
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Wrestlers ready
for home opener
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

There's no place like home ...
at least that is how the Eastern
wrestling team is feeling.
After starting the season way
back on Nov. 21 at the St. Louis
Open, the Panthers grapple at
home for the first time Wednesday, playing host to
Valparaiso in a dual meet at Lantz
Gym. A match that records say
that Eastern should run away
with.
The Crusaders come ii. with a
4-8 record on the season, led by
junior Rob Pavletic at 167
pounds who is the owner of a 1010 record. In fact, individually,
Pavletic, sophomore Ben Zmchik
at 118 (8-7) and Brian Brakley at
126 (6-4) are the only members
of the 10-man squad with records
at or over .500.

"We are definitely inexperienced," said Valpo Sports Information D irector Bill Roger s.
"We don't spend a lot of money
on the program which makes it
hard to bring people in and then
hard to keep them when they get
here ... it's a perennial rebuilding
program."
The Panthers have problems of
their own. They come into Wednesday's competition after having
five matches in the last 10 days,
losing the last three in a row.
Coach Ralph McCausland says
the team has been struggling with
intensity problems yet again, and
looking "dismal" against
Southwest Missouri State just last
Sunday.
"Intensity is going to be the big
key for us," said McCausland. "I
just want the guys to go out and

•Continued 011 page 15
JEFF CULLER/Staff pho

Freshman Missy Beck posts up and looks for a pass during a drill during Tuesday's basketball prac
the season, she has started se\•en at cemer for the l.Ady Panthers.

Nothing blocks Beck's wa
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

After being recruited by Eastern out of East Central High
School in Lawrenceburg, Ind.,
Missy Beck was told she would
be able to expect some playing
time in her freshman season.
Little did she realize at the time
that she would step up to be one
of the team's top defensive players as well as one of its top scorers.
"We really didn't have a
choice," said Beck on the fact
Eastern fields eight freshmen and
two sophomores on its 13 player
roster. "They said when I was

recruited that I would see some
time as far as starting and playing,
but I didn't expect this much."
Through 16 games this season
Beck is third on the team in scoring and rebounding and is second
in field goal percentage. She is
averaging 4.6 point and 3.5
rebounds per game and is shooting 52 percent from the floor.
But the category where Beck
leads by far is blocked shots. The
6-foot-3 post player has 14 blocks
on the season and recently collected three in one game against
Wisconsin-Green Bay. ln that
game, reports say Beck actually
had five blocked shots but was
only credited with three by the

Wisconsin-Green Bay sta ·
something she says is inci
"Different schools keep
different ways," Beck
"Either way the ball didn't
the hoop."
If Beck plays out her four
of eligibility, she could be on
to break Laura Mull's rec
blocked shots for a car
Eastern.
Beck said she is starting to
better basketball recently.
"I had kind of a slow
around Christmas time
wasn't playing too well,"'
said. "But the past coupl

"' Continued 011page13

Panthers need a wake up ca

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
Senior hurdler Jim Sledge stretches his legs on the track in Lantz
Fieldhouse during Wednesday's practice.

Sledge searches
for competition
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

The king of the mountain wants
a challenge. and he doesn't care if
he loses.
Senior hurdler Jim Sledge has
won every 55-meter high hurdles
race that he's run this season.
Normally athletes in hi<; position
would find this to be a source of
contentment and joy. but for
Sledge it br~ngc; di<>appointment

and worry. He's not worried about
being beaten. but hitting the
NCAA qualifying time.
Despite his winning streak, he
has not yet come close to his best
time in the event {7.43 seconds
from the 1992 campaign). which
is very close to the NCAA provisional standard of 7 .38 needed to
qualify.
His best so far this year is a

• Continued 011pag£'14

Eastern 's men's basketball
team is in trouble. Deep trouble.
The Panthers, who are in
the midst of a three-game losing streak, are young and
inexperienced. And it is starting to show on and off the
court.
On the court, the Panthers,
who have only rwo seniors on
their roster, are having trouble Don
running an offensive scheme O'Brlen
that head coach Rick Samuels - - - - - - says he is making simpler
and simpler.
Off the court, the Panthers are also blundering.
Take the incident this past weekend when Louis
Jordan, the Panthers' leading scorer, and Walter
Graham, the Panthers' leading benchwarmer, both
missed the team bus Sunday morning which was
heading to Monday's game with Wisconsin-Green
Bay.
Jordan, who is averaging 14.8 points per game for
the Panthers, claims that he overslept Sunday and
that his telephone was off the hook.
"I overslept;• said Jordan, whose new nickname
should be "Sleepy." "Someone did try to get a hold
off me, but the phone wru. off the hook so the lme
wru. busy."
"Sleepy'' said that one person usually calls to
make sure everyone is up and ready co go. He said

u1dt the Panthers didn't have a team breakfast
the early 9: l 5 a.m. departure Sunday, but u
leave at the same time for all of their road trips.
Granted he may have hit the snooze bunon
too many times and his phone may have been o
hook, he is human like the rest of us. What is ·
esting is that nine other Panthers, including a
manager, reside in Thomas Hall with Jordan
Graham.
How bard would have it been for one of
guys to stroll up to Jordan's room and wake him
Not very. But their stories conflict with Jordan's.
"I tried to give him a call." said Darrell Yo
who lives a noor above Jordan, "but no 0
answered the phone. The bus was scheduled to
at 9: 15, but (Coach Samuels) waited five or 10 ·
utes. I went and made another call, but didn't get
answer."
"We called Louis, but no one answered,"
Rodriguez said. "As far as Walt is concerned, he
usually one of the first ones up. So we really di
think about him."
The guy who may have known both Jordan's
Graham's sleeping habits better than anyone on t
would be Rodriguez. He played on the same hi
school basketball team as Jordan and was Graham
roommate last semester.
" l was shocked with Louis," said Rodriguez. "
when [ lived with Walt there would be times w
he would set his clock instead of setting his al
t

Co111i1111ed on page 15

